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“You don’t have a home until you leave it and then, when you have left 
it, you never can go back.”

  James Baldwin – Giovanni’s Room

once back from study abroad, we are all tasked with appraising 
our experiences for others. Audiences have little patience for 
the true stories that take so long to tell. often, the months of 
exuberance, isolation, shock, wonder, embarrassment, terror and 
rapture are distilled into a trite comment about the food.

We hope this year’s edition of the Passage leaves room for the 
unspoken and messy truths of study abroad. We believe those 
moments of discomfort, bewilderment and surprise not only 
make for some of the best images and stories of life in a new 
place, but they also capture the most growth.

the new edition brings you photographs and stories from 16 
countries and 22 contributors from the class of 2013. from photos 
of the Patagonia sunrise to a student’s consideration of green 
oreos on the other side of the planet, explore their transformative 
study abroad experiences, unabridged.  Perhaps through 
thumbing through these pages, we’ll feel more at home, even if 
we can’t come back.

Shoshana Schultz ’13, Editor-in-chief
Paul lovaas ’13, Photo Editor
Elaine Ezekiel ’13, copy Editor
laurel Prince ‘14, design and layout Editor 
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this is not a Poem
Sophia Amodeo

this is not a poem.

I want to write a poem. About how I am not your princesa, your 
amor, nor your vida. About how I know when I walk onto the 
bus, all you see is my skin color and the way my ass sits down 
in my seat. About how I have been living in this house for two 
months, but some days I feel nothing more than a party guest. 
About how I am sick of my stomach hurting. About how I wish 
you would clear your own dishes, and cut your own sandwich 
in half.

About how staying in touch with friends from home is harder 
than I thought. About how I don’t want to eat any more papaya. 
About how much I sweat on my walk home. About how much I 
want to walk down the street with my phone in my hands, and 
my purse out of my sight. About how I do not want to eat any 
more papaya. About how I wish I actually knew where I was 
going when I get into a cab. About how I don’t want to eat any 
more papaya.

About how I’m learning the art of doing it for myself. About 
how for the past twenty years I just wanted to do something that 
made someone proud, but now all I feel like I can do is order the 
wrong sandwich. About how I have a lot to say, but not a way to 
say it.

About how I’m not upset, euphoric, sad, happy or angry; but 
how I now know what it’s like to feel all those things at one 
moment. About what it’s like to miss people, and what it’s like to 
take chances with people I might not remember.

I want to write a poem about how I love being in Ecuador. but 
most of all, about how I want to stop telling you how much I 
love Ecuador and tell you that I refuse to ignore the hard days. 
About how the honeymoon feeling takes breaks. About how 
I’m allowed to have one bad day. About, by acknowledging this 
feeling, I can feel better about myself.

About the more I do for myself, the more I can do for every other 
poem out there.

6    Untitled  nicole Allman 7



bump in the Road 
 Paul lovaas

It all started with a bump in the road.

I was traveling from the Athens Airport to a place called 
Syntagma Square. Pressed up against the glass of a bus 
window, squeezed in on all sides by middle aged Athenians 
having multiple conversations in Greek, I felt fortunate to 
have a seat. I sat facing a large Greek man who looked to be in 
his late forties.  his knees would bump into mine from time 
to time as our bus bounced through unpronounceable, and 
presumably ancient streets. 

I tried to make out where I was and where I was going, 
peering out of the large glass windows of the bus into a very 
dark city. there were fewer lights in Athens than budapest. 
Eventually, the large man across from me dozed off with his 
head against the window. I envied him. I was exhausted from 
my whirlwind tour of london and subsequent eighteen hours 
of travel. I didn’t know exactly where I was going, I didn’t 
know what exactly I would do if I couldn’t find my friends 
waiting for me, all I did know, was that I wanted to be asleep. 

What happened next was one of the greatest moments of 
human connection I have had so far on this great European 
adventure. contact was made, and I realized how lucky I am 
all over again, and it all started with a bump in the road.

the bus hit something, a pothole or an uneven stone, and 
the man opposite me awoke with a jolt and a little snort. I 
must have been the first thing he saw when his eyes snapped 
open. Recognizing the humor, we both cracked a grin and 
chuckled at each other. then the old man said something to 
me in Greek. I didn’t know how to say “I don’t speak Greek” 
in Greek, so I replied in English and explained that I spoke 
English (something I was trying to avoid in an attempt to lie 
low as an American tourist). 

the man didn’t speak much English, but he understood the 
core of my message, and he knew enough himself to piece 
together some rough sentences in response. 

he started by asking me if I was from london, to which I 
replied “yes” in a further attempt to conceal my identity. 
that turned out to be a mistake because he followed up with 
questions about the british professional soccer scene, which 
I couldn’t have answered even if I spoke Greek. he inquired 
further and I confessed that I was, in fact, an American 
studying abroad in Europe. It was the first time that I have 
ever been fearful to admit where I am from. When he realized 
who exactly I was, he straightened up and pointed out the 
window between us, tapping his finger slowly and solemnly 
on the glass, and said in clear English, “be careful.”

I promised him I would. he went on to give me advice about 
visiting Athens in his unique half-English. he told me to avoid 
cabs because “they’re all thieves,” and to avoid the homeless 
at night. “Greece is a hard place right now,” he said, “they will 
see you are a good boy with money and they will try to take 
more.” I thanked him kindly for the concern and advice. I tried 
to explain to him that I was not afraid of his country – even if I 
was a bit nervous. 

I told him how exciting and interesting it was to be in Athens 
at this point in history. he countered and told me that it is 
always interesting to be in Athens. “there is a lot of history 
here,” he bragged, smiling. “once again, the eyes of the world 
are on Greece.” 

he spent the remainder of our bus ride trying to share 
his story with me. It was hard to understand him, but my 
attention was rapt. I smiled and nodded a lot trying to be 
polite, discreetly taking note of everything he told me. I didn’t 
understand everything, but the things he did get across to me 
were laden with a sense of deep frustration and tiredness. 

he told me how he works twelve hour days and wakes up 
at 5am to commute to and from the airport.

he told me how lucky he and his wife were to not have 
children to support.

he told me that he knows he is lucky to have his health 
and some remaining youth, but he fears that he is only one 
accident away from doom.

he explained that in Athens, prices are always rising while 
pay is always decreasing.

he told me about the sadness he feels for the growing 
number of homeless in his city.

he told me that I should not be afraid because being a 
student is the best years of one’s life and things will change 
when my generation decides to change them.

he told me that he doesn’t trust the government or the police, 
that affairs in Europe were at a boiling point.

he told me that life is hard here in Greece, but it is certainly 
worse elsewhere.

he said, “people forget, they don’t think about the suffering, 
but they ARE people, and thinking is not enough, you must 
do something.”

Suddenly, we were at my stop, Syntagma Square. before I got 
off the bus the man insisted on knowing my plan for finding 
my friends and gave me more advice on where to go should 
I get turned around. I thanked him and shook his hand, but 
did not catch his name. he smiled as we said goodbye and 
reminded me to “be careful.” 

maybe we should all talk to strangers more often.

8
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untitled
 brittany King-Pleas

me: hello
Person: hi, how are you?
Me: Doing fine, just interning this summer
Person: Where?
me: operation Jump Start, a mentoring program
Person: oh, when do you start school?
me: Well, I’m going to Kenya for study abroad
Person: WhAt, how long
me: 6 months
Person: Wow, that’s so long
My response after the first conversation like this: yeah (talk, talk, talk)
my response after the millionth convo like this: yep.

thank God that after the aformentioned conversation template, it usually branches off a bit and depends on the 
person, length i’ve known them and how long i’m around them.

usually, it breaks off into a series of worrisome questions or hilarious assumptions. Either about whether I’m 
going with others, given advice not to fall in love, told to make sure to wear bug screen or asked if i’m going to 
live in a hut. maybe they ask me about the weather, then proceed to tell me to wear sunscreen, then ask me how 
much luggage i’m bringing, etc.

Yeah, it was ok after the first few times. I guess I shouldn’t be annoyed, everyone is different.  
It’s similar to if I was a supervisor at a store and had customers ask me the same questions over and over. I would 
still be expected to answer with a smile, as if I had never heard the question before...like a check-out person  
at Walmart.

1110    Sunburst on the Seine Julia Smucker



Ausländer
  corinne bahia taborn 

its a burden–
to put on coat and walk out door when all the people on the street have skin five shades lighter and speak 
words whose meanings and syllables were concocted miles from the homeland taught on skipped school 
days for opening the door of the safe-zone-certified apartment lets in all the foreign air

but a girls gotta eat sometime–
a realization that is followed by the mustering of all courage and vocabulary there is to muster then 
wrapping self tight in scarf coat boots gloves and shoving the contents of a confused purse and the keys 
dont forget the keys in the right pocket right hand ungloved turn the key out the door down the cold, 
illegible street

and the meal will be well earned–
after a tidal wave of awkward clumsy and embarrassed recedes after closing that apartment tight behind 
and remembering every encounter had in the supermarket where the children are the only ones who don’t 
seem to judge poor grammar and the wrong greetings forced from a terrified tongue and the drink now 
on that tongue tastes wrong just when brandy seemed the only thing that could calm a frenzied heart of 
an outsider and printed on back of the bottle in the mother tongue it reads alcohol-free

Under Istanbul Paul lovaas    1312



done
 craig Isser

Some days
when the Americans were gone
and classes were over
but I didn’t feel like going
to another buddhist temple,
I sat in my filthy room
unsatisfied by the boundless Internet
and the worlds on a bookshelf.
I felt polluted, those days,
not by the sky.
by an attitude.
not tired or frustrated, just done.
done with buses,
struggling to ask for a napkin.
done with tourism,
and the city.
done with being
foreigner. So,
stay in,
on the bed,
eating bitter
green tea oreos.

1514    Yuanyang craig Isser



on Wales
 fran hoepfner

In the first three weeks of my study abroad in London, my 
mother was diagnosed with breast cancer and my father lost his 
job. I fell into a deep depression, and though it was early on into 
my program, I knew without a doubt that I hated london. It was 
loud and dirty; I never slept properly. I felt overwhelming guilt 
for taking advantage of a study abroad experience while my 
family suffered.

Within my first week, however, I had booked a weekend tour 
of Wales in october. In one of my many Skype calls home, 
I continued to discuss the potential of going home with my 
parents. “take your trip to Wales,” my mother told me, “and you 
can make up your mind when you get back.”

In my head, Wales was dreary, cold, and wet. It existed in a 
permanent shade of gray. If there is one place that could not and 
would not cure my depression, I knew—or I thought I knew—it 
was Wales.

this is the truth: for the 48 hours I was in Wales, I lived as 
indulgently as I ever have in my entire life. It did not rain once; 
in fact, I wore sunglasses for the majority of the trip. I ate so 
much food, from small cakes to warm Stilton and broccoli stew 
to tapas (so cultural, I know) in a Welsh coastal city. I bought too 
many postcards and a small stuffed red dragon—the emblem 
on the Welsh flag. I climbed up the ruins of a castle and an old 
abbey. In Wales, there are no signs posted at history monuments 
not to climb or touch. We were actually encouraged to do so.
but I did not only live indulgently in material goods. for the 
first time in the past month I had spent in Great Britain, I let my 
mind wander. I typically roll my eyes at the pastoral fantasies 
that a lot of other writers have. moving out into the middle of 
nowhere to write your novel is no more effective than shutting 

off your internet connection.that said, as I sat on a bus, traveling 
through the forest of dean, I spotted a small cottage right in 
the valley. It was shrouded in trees, and in Wales in october, 
the trees were just beginning to turn shades of pale orange and 
yellow. I briefly fantasized about a life in that cottage, living 
alone, perhaps with the company of a few animals. I obsessed 
over the cottage. I imagined an old black typewriter beginning 
to rust, pages of an unknown novel in process sitting off to its 
side. I imagined heating the house with a fireplace as small puffs 
of smoke billowed from the chimney. It was stupid and naïve, 
and in any other circumstances, I would have opened my mouth 
and laughed at these thoughts. but daydreaming and staring out 
windows were precisely what I had missed over the past few 
weeks on study abroad. I wasn’t worrying. I wasn’t lying in bed, 
feeling guilt for something out of my control. I was relaxed. I let 
go any stigma about irritating writer fantasies, slipping into a 
Welsh vision of peace and calm.

When I returned to london that Sunday evening, it was as if 
everything had been wiped clean. london seemed fresher and 
more welcoming. london and I hesitantly came back together, as 
if saying, “all right, just one more shot.” It was a new beginning 
and I knew—I knew with all my heart—I had to stay. I could 
be happy in this place. I knew it this time. In time, my mother 
would get better and my father would get a new job. And me? 
Well, it isn’t always about me, but for the brief period of time in 
Wales, it was. 
 

Interior Room of a Castle in Ireland Sam doyle    1716
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one Right turn
Ian flanigan

Alright, so it was dark that night. And I mean really dark. for 
the sake of the city’s tumamoc hill observatory, tucson shuts 
off the streetlights in its heavily latino south side after 9pm or 
so. (White neighborhoods in north tucson’s foothills get to keep 
their streetlights on, however.) As part of the border Studies 
Program, all the students live in homestays on the south side
and I learned the hard way that Wednesday night not to bike 
home late.

In addition to the turned-off streetlights, south tucson is blessed 
with a maze of one-ways, dead-ends, and highways that cut 
off traffic heading south. After trying street after street for a 
shortcut home, I soon found myself cycling in a loop, my sense 
of direction obscured by the darkness and the unreadable street 
signs. no matter which way I went, I ended up riding past 
the same football stadium, going down the same abandoned 
stretch of highway, and getting chased by the same rather angry 
chihuahua over a speed bump-strewn street. (the little dogs 
always seem to have the biggest bone to pick with passers-by.)

finally, I called it quits, and headed back north until I found a 
tiny mexican restaurant. locking my bike to a secure-looking 
tree, I headed inside, the only gringo in what turned out to be a 
packed house, thirsty as can be and drenched in sweat like there 
had been a monsoon outside. I can’t read cervantes’s Spanish too 
well, but I did notice the absence of agua on the menu. I faced the 
choice of coke or Spanish-named drinks I didn’t recognize. 

for a few minutes, the waiters ignored me, the whitest face in the 
room. What did they think of me? my very presence on the south 
side was unusual—people usually squinted oddly at the other 
border Studies students and me when we bus down to the south 
side from downtown. I waited by the counter for an eternity or 
two, listening to the waiters and customers chat in Spanish I half 
understood. 

finally, I managed to order a coke in Spanglish and downed it 
in about thirty seconds. When I tried to pay, the waiter told me 
it was on the house. delighted, I went out to my bike, a smile on 
my face from the kindness he’d shown toward a sweaty gringo 
who obviously could have paid. About to leave, I heard knocking 
on the restaurant’s window. I must have misunderstood the 
“free” part. I turned around—expecting somebody holding a 
meat cleaver for a dine-and-ditch customer—and found the 
waiter holding another drink for me, also on the house. 

the ride home still took another twenty minutes once I got my 
bearings, but it flew by as I thought about what had happened. 
how many people would do that for you where I’m from in 
chicago? I was a stranger, and a rather pathetic-looking one 
at that, whose Spanish had a noticeable midwestern accent. In 
spite of the darkness and the one-ways, I realized that night that 
tucson was much more welcoming than I had imagined.

            Abdulatif Ghonem in an Unguarded Passageway that Leads to Tahrir Square, Cairo  
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Journal Passage
 James Kirschner

September 12th 2011

So there is no real entry here for the time being.  I was just sitting out on my 
porch contemplating, and for no real reason I got the sudden urge to record one 
of my favorite parts of Athens.  here, in Athens, the side walks are lined with 
small posts about knee high.  my favorite thing to do is to hop on top of one 
post and then try jump to the next one next on down the line and so one until I 
fall off.  It is a feat in everyday balance and strength, to a smaller extent.  So far 
my record is something close to 5 posts and I hope to be able to find sections of 
up to 10 or 15 at some point on this trip.
 

2726    Acueducto do los Milagros nicole Allman



Elephant Song
  Elaine Ezekiel

I just made myself five pancakes topped with a sliced banana, 
whipped avocado and a fried egg.  Some of my proudest 
accomplishments abroad are the most modest feats stateside.  
breakfast, it turns out, is simply a social construct where my 
desire for a sweaty bowl of milk and crunchy honey bunches 
of oats with Almonds is not shared by thais, who prefer a 
(admittedly delicious) steaming bowl of oily noodles and broccoli 
with a side of french fries and spicy ketchup.

my host home, a warm nest for my introduction to thailand, 
seems to relish in challenging my independence (and breakfast 
routine) as a form of familial affection. last week, I walked in the 
rain from the main drag where the taxi lets me off to my home 
about half a mile away.  I had had a good day at school, and the 
rain pattering off my raincoat paired with a whispered review of 
the new vocabulary I’d learned made for a pleasant walk.  
When I was almost at the gate, mae intercepted me in a car, 
informing me that I was sure to get daily bloody noses as a result 
of rain exposure.  the crusts are even cut off my diagonally 
sliced sandwiches. 

I understand host families do not maliciously limit student 
autonomy.  After all, I wonder how I would treat a exchange 
student in the united States who needs hospitalization for 
bamboo slivers in her thoat, can’t dress herself appropriately, 
buys salt-flavored toothpaste by accident and climbs up 
mountains “for fun.” (before I went on an eight-hour day hike 
with my class last friday, crawling through dense jungle and 
sliding down steep mud-soaked terrain, mae handed me an 
umbrella “just in case.”)

on Saturday, I will move from my host home into apartments 
with my friends. Just as I was starting to wallow in premature 
nostalgia, my host family offered a final cultural hurdle.  I had 
heard a rumor that we students would be performing in a talent 
show as a thank you to our collective host families.  

What I had not heard, was that our respective “talents” were 
those chosen by our host families.

When I arrived home, mine showed me a wooden recorder that 
my host sister played when she was younger.  desperate to 
assert competence in any circumstance within my host home, I 
snatched the instrument and proudly offered my repertoire of the 
few songs I remember from fifth grade music class. I basked in 
the smattering of applause, and my family continued about
their business. 

Glimpsing an opportunity to seize some self-respect, I informed 
mae that I wished to dazzle the audience with an authentic thai 
song.  Later, I would find out that when Thai students learn to 
play the recorder, they learn the same “American” songs that 
I did.  mae said that she did not have any thai sheet music.  
unfettered in the face of adversity, and determined to leave my 
host family with a burning memory of the little host daughter 
that could, I marched into thai class and asked my teacher to 
help me find a song. 

today, my teacher handed me a slip of paper with several 
thai characters listed in a row.  these, she explained, were the 
equivalent of thai “do, ray, mi” notation. 
 
Using this slip, I decoded the notation first into English, and 
then transcribed these into familiar notes.  I then searched for the 
corresponding recorder fingerings. 

though I still lacked a tempo for what I was beginning to 
consider a stoic thai battle hymn, I smugly played the notes to 
mae when I got home.  She laughed shaking her head, saying 
“chan” and “deg deg,” or “elephant” and “little baby.”  It turns 
out, my battle hymn is actually a song thai kindergarteners sing 
(at the tops of their un-tuned lungs, I discovered on youtube) 
when they learn what an elephant is:

Elephants Elephants Elephants Elephants Elephants
Have you, my darling, seen an elephant?
The elephant, it is quite big
With a long nose called a trunk
It has fangs underneath the trunk called tusks
It has ears, eyes and a long tail.

mae, head cocked to the side and pursing her lips, told me 
people will think “it’s childish.”

though my last ditch attempt to gain credibility from my host 
family was failing with each complication, I finally resigned 
all dignity when, an hour ago, mae interrupted my practicing 
by handing me a hula hoop.  She told me that if I hula hoop 
while I play, people will like it better and not be so distracted 
by the embarrassingly childish song.  I have also acquired an 
“authentic” thai costume in which to perform... lest someone 
should think I’m inauthentic whilst playing my baby song and 
attempting to hula hoop.

28 toP Town Mascot faith taylor  bottom Untitled Elaine Ezekiel    29



valparaíso: I think you’re Pretty
 michelle Keohane 

valparaíso: I think you’re pretty.

you caught my attention, your rolling hills dotted with brightly 
 colored houses, church spires reaching skyward, all    
 arranged in a grand amphitheater around the Pacific.

I want to flirt with your ocean breezes, let them run through my  
 hair and whip up my scarftails. I want to make small talk in   
 loud bars where they play music that I don’t understand and  
 we drink cokes with grape-based liquor that you fought Peru  
 for the rights to.

I want you to take me home and rock me to sleep in a coveted   
 ripped-vinyl seat on an overcrowded bus, watching your   
 twinkling starlight blend with your skyline, see your night   
 sky blend into your tumultuous sea.

In the morning, I want to get to know you.  I want to climb the   
 staircases of your labyrinth to discover new ways to see your  
 beauty.  I want to map the colorful graffiti tattooed on your   
 skin, the aerosol brushstrokes that form purple hummingbirds  
 and yellow cartoon cats, to pick up the peculiarities of your   
 speech and try them out with my foreign tongue.

I came here to fall in love with you, valparaíso. 

To get down to the smelly fish markets and the abandoned lots   
 piled with old wood, to breathe the sweet smell of your teargas  
 into my lungs. 

I want to graze the curves of your coastline on warm spring  
 nights, and taste you in soft avocados and the way it feels to   
 chew on kiwi seeds.

I want to confess my feelings to you and wait anxiously, 
 torturously, to see if they’re reciprocated.

I want to figure out why some have been drawn to you and others 
 have turned their backs on you.

And I want to meet your family.  

the three young boys running from the waves and the stray dogs 
 that follow them.  the men juggling in the street at stoplight 
 intersections.  the policemen holding up shields to swarms of 
 students. The two hundred seventy-five thousand nine hundred  
 eighty two people, five hundred fifty-one thousand nine  
 hundred sixty-four pairs of eyes watching me intently, asking if 
 I can belong. If only for a few months, please tell them that I’m a 
 part of you. 

30    Canal in Venice nicole Allman 31
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guidance throughout the publication process.

Passage 2012-2013 received an unprecedented number of submissions, representing over 
thirty study-abroad/study-away programs across five continents. To all of the authors and 
photographers who submitted, thank you for sharing your thoughts and your photos.

Support for the publication of the Passage is provided by the maynard owen Williams fund 
of Kalamazoo college, honoring the memory of maynard owen Williams, a 1910 graduate 
of “K” whose career in journalism allowed him a lifetime of international study and who as 
foreign editor of national Geographic published more than 2,250 pages of his own writings and 
photography. Additional support is provided by the center for International Programs.

Passage is a Kalamazoo college publication which contains writing and photography by students 
who have participated in the study abroad experience. the magazine circulates to students and 
their parents, alumni, friends of the college, prospective students and members of the Kalamazoo 
college community. Students are invited to submit stories, poetry, photography and artwork  
for consideration.
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